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Turning a
master into
a l ve den

C

reate a retreat that is
sexy, romantic, cosy and
warm; a sanctuary from
the every day in your master
bedroom.
The biggest way to add some spice
to your space is by adding texture, says
Adene Lucas, owner of Accent on Design,
a Calgary-based interior design company.
Lucas, who has been designing Calgary
interiors for the past 10 years, says adding
nice bedding, throws, cushions and other
soft things are key, as bedrooms are
tactile spaces.
Add texture to your master suite by
investing in draperies, like sheers or
valances.
“You could have a blackout blind for
functionality, but also nice drapes that
flank the blackout blind for texture
and softness and sound absorption,”
Lucas explains. “It creates a cocoon-like
atmosphere, which is what you want in
a bedroom. You want to feel snug and
cosy.”
Colour choices often make a room
more romantic. A master suite should
be relaxing, so opting for soothing
colours such as soft greys or
muted blues and greens will help
make the space more inviting.
Adding wallpaper to one wall will
also add texture and colour to your
master suite.
“Do one wall, like your
headboard wall, as an accent.
Don’t go overboard and

Everything
old is new
again

R
add a padded
headboard
—ADENE LUCAS

wallpaper the
entire room,
because in five
years you may get
sick of it,” Lucas
says.
For those on a
smaller budget,
making your
master suite more
romantic doesn’t
have to be a stretch.
“If you have a small budget, then
the biggest bang for your buck is
paint and wallpaper,” Lucas says.
“You can still change your linen
and headboard. For bedding, buy two
sheets, have a seamstress sew them
together to make a duvet cover. Get
some funky buttons or trim like piping, to
customize it.”
Beds are often the focal point of any
master bedroom. Adding romance is as
easy as layering linens and adding a pile
of pillows and cushions.
“Another thing you could do would
be to add a padded headboard, which
is another soft texture,” Lucas says. “It’s
super easy, it costs very little and is oneof-a-kind.”
For those with a more medium-sized
budget, who want to change out the old
for more romance, Lucas recommends
picking an accent colour.
“You could have a mix of metals, which
creates a lot of warmth,” she says. “A
muted, toned-down brass, or gold, but
don’t overdo any single metal.”
One area that people often forget is
lighting, the interior designer says.

“Look for something softer and more
romantic than your basic living room
light,” Lucas says. “Even better is to have
an overhead light and two bedside table
lights and have them on a dimmer, so
you can have functional lighting when
you need it, but
also dim it when
you don’t want the
bright light.”
And get rid
of the clutter,
which doesn’t
add anything to
the ambience of
your master suite.
In fact, it takes away from the relaxing
atmosphere.
“If you go into a bedroom and you see
knick-knacks everywhere, a hodge-podge
of books and taxes waiting to be filed on
the dresser, that is not a soothing look for
a bedroom,” Lucas says. “When you go to
bed, you don’t want to be looking at the
things you have to do tomorrow.”
Good storage adds to the romance,
with all of your collectables stored away.
Lucas suggests night tables with built-in
storage, and using wall-mounted lighting
or recessed lighting.
“If you don’t have the floor space
to do so, have shelving and put
everything up,” she says.
“At the end of the day, everything
should be conducive to
relaxing, which leads to
the feeling of romance.”
y Jessica Pattison

eproduction vintage
furniture, or faux
vintage, may not
suit all tastes, but it’s
certainly hot for 2014.
Bridgett Jessop, a
Calgary-based interior
designer at Debutante
Design, says reproduced
vintage furniture should
be used sparingly, so your
living space doesn’t look
like it came straight from an
earlier era.
“I think
a whole
room in
a vintage
style could
come
across as
Grandmachic or a
little bit
tacky, but I
think if you bridgett jessop
have one or
two pieces per room, then
you could pull it off,” she
says.
Vintage styles are coming
back into fashion because
there’s a generation of
people who have lived with
that style before, and love
it, and also because there’s
a younger generation who
haven’t seen vintage styles
before and are drawn to the
retro esthetic.
“Like all vintage pieces
that make it into style
again, it’s usually because of
clean, classic lines,” Jessop
says. “Either you love it, or
you’ve never seen it and
think it’s exciting.”
Remakes of older styles,
such as Ikea’s Standmon
wing chair, which originally
was in the company’s
catalogue in the 1950s, are
making a comeback.
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Furniture
reminiscent of
a vintage era
doesn’t have
to be heavy or
Victorian, Jessop
says. Following
Ikea’s lead,
reproduction
furniture often
comes in a more
Shannon Buckley
modern fabric
or colour.
“It could be painted a fun colour
or refinished and then could create
interest and become a conversation
piece, in an otherwise modern room,”
Jessop says. “It wouldn’t be ordinary.”
One example of that is the beanbag
chair, straight from the 1970s. This
type of furniture has a nostalgic flare,
but as Shannon Buckley found out, it
comes with a modern twist.
Buckley, who is the Calgary dealer
for Ambient Lounge products, says
her bean-filled furniture is much more
stylish and cool.
“These are not the blobs we knew
as children,” Buckley says. “It’s not
your kids’ beanbag, it’s adult beanbag
furniture.”

Ambient Lounge
products are entirely
customizable. “You can
fill it a lot, or you can
fill it a little,” Buckley
says. “These pieces
are easy to customize.
They’re polystyrene
beads, though some
people fill it with other
stuff. One lady filled it
with buckwheat. Some
people filled it with
recycled beans from
other beanbags. Some
people filled it with
chips of recycled foam.”
Ambient Lounge has
been around for eight
years and is hugely
popular outside Canada.
South Korea, for
example, sells $4 million
worth of Ambient
The ’70s beanbag chair gets an updated look with
Lounge products each
cool, funky colours and styles. shown are those
year. North America is
available at ambient lounge.
its last frontier.
Michelle Hofer photos
Products includes chairs,
sofas, loungers, ottomans,
called soft furniture. I think it
tables, pet beds and more, made for
brings fun back to furniture. I
both indoor and outdoor use.
think it brings affordable comfort
“I think it’s brilliant,” Buckley says. “It’s back to furniture.”
really created a new niche in furniture,
y Jessica Pattison

Ikea Standmon
wing chair
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Avi Urban offers spring and summer move-ins in best-selling communities

L

ocated in two of the fastest-growing
neighbourhoods in south Calgary,
Sawyer Silverado and Edison at Walden
are two of Avi Urban’s real treasures when it
comes to raising the standard on condominium
living.
Sawyer, featuring 138 condos in three buildings, is located in the heart of Silverado, an
established community just off Highway 22X, a
stone’s throw from the iconic Spruce Meadows.
With prices starting in the $290,000s for
corner condos with spring move-ins, these
two-bedroom homes aim to deliver downtownquality lifestyle to the suburbs, says Avi Urban
president Charron Ungar.
“Avi Urban has been active in the downtown
condo market,” he says. “Taking experiences
and knowledge from this market, we’re able
to bring this inner-city perspective to south
Calgary with Sawyer Silverado.
“We are excited to have the opportunity to
offer this innovative and fresh product perspective to our buyers.”
With two-bedroom and corner floor plans
ranging from 900 to 1,100 square feet, Sawyer
Silverado offers underground parking, superior finishes that include oversized windows

Edison at Walden

Sawyer Silverado

and flat-panel cabinets, mix-and-match finish
options and a landscaped circular courtyard
with nearly 250 trees spread throughout the
development.
All this in a community that’s close to major
shopping, the LRT and a fast escape from the
city into Kananaskis Country.
For more information, visit aviurban.com/
sawyer, or drop by the sales centre at
175 Silverado Blvd. S.W.

Meanwhile, Edison at Walden is located in
the innovative Walden neighbourhood, south of
22X/Stony Trail off Macleod Trail.
Consisting of 156 three-storey townhomes
on Walden Drive, just moments from newly
built shops and amenities, Edison has been
designed after Avi Urban’s successful The
Enclave at Castle Keep, says Ungar.
Edison at Walden townhomes have summer
possessions.
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Homes were recently released, with pricing
starting in the $290,000s.
“We are creating what I believe will be
Calgary’s most stunning example of a highly
livable and extremely attractive townhome
development,” says Ungar.
With floor plans ranging from 1,130 to
1,400 square feet, Edison townhomes feature
two-car attached garages, nine-foot ceilings on
the main floor, standard features such as fullheight tile backsplashes and extended-height
cabinets, mix-and-match finish options and
access to a fully landscaped courtyard (a signature of Avi Urban developments).
The spring and summer possessions at
Sawyer and Edison make them the perfect
choice for those looking for that first-time
home, with move-in dates that work for today’s
buyers.
With Edison at Walden and Sawyer
Silverado, you get to enjoy the best of both
worlds — innovative design and ideal location
— from a homebuilder with decades of trust
and experience in Calgary.
For more information on Edison, visit
aviurban.com/edison or drop by the sales
centre at 285 Walden Dr. S.E.
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